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Boho Mint

120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

SFPLL0120

SFPLL0122

SFPLL0124

SFPLL0121

SFPLL0123

SFPLL0125
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Blue Japan

SFPLL0126

SFPLL0128

SFPLL0130

SFPLL0127

SFPLL0129

SFPLL0131

120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 
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Pink Japan

SFPLL0132

SFPLL0134

SFPLL0133

SFPLL0135
120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Art Deco

SFPLL0136

SFPLL0138

SFPLL0140

SFPLL0137

SFPLL0139

SFPLL0141
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Nami

SFPLL0142

SFPLL0143

SFPLL0144

SFPLL0142b

SFPLL0143b

SFPLL0144b
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

1970s

SFPLL0145

SFPLL0147

SFPLL0146
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Retro Geometry

SFPLL0148

SFPLL0150

SFPLL0149
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Jungle Abstract

SFPLL0151

SFPLL0153

SFPLL0152
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Retro Mint

SFPLL0154

SFPLL0156

SFPLL0155
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Ethno

SFPLL0157

SFPLL0159

SFPLL0160

SFPLL0158

SFPLL0059

SFPLL0161
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Greek Zodiac

SFPLL0162

SFPLL0164

SFPLL0166

SFPLL0163

SFPLL0165

SFPLL0167
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Wild and Free 

SFPLL0168

SFPLL0169

SFPLL0170

SFPLL0168b

SFPLL0169b

SFPLL0170b

120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 



120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Botanical • Mustard Yellow

SFPLL0171

SFPLL0173

SFPLL0172

SFPLL0174
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Botanical • Green Olive

SFPLL0175

SFPLL0177

SFPLL0176

SFPLL0178
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Full Moon

SFPLL0179

SFPLL0181

SFPLL0180
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Love

SFPLL0182

SFPLL0184

SFPLL0183

SFPLL0185

SFPLL0186
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Heidi

SFPLL0105

SFPLL0106

SFPLL0187
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

World

SFPLL0188

SFPLL0190

SFPLL0192

SFPLL0189

SFPLL0191

SFPLL0193
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Summer Vibes

120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

SFPLL0194

SFPLL0196

SFPLL0198

SFPLL0195

SFPLL0197

SFPLL0199
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

Switzerland

SFPLL0018

SFPLL0021

SFPLL0023

SFPLL0019

SFPLL0022

SFPLL0024
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120+  designs to choose from, new designs 
coming every month. Mix & match sets, good for 
quick and easy home refresh with a small budget.   

Print made with eco-friendly water-soluble inks 
with UV-resistance. Our 6-ink printers provide 
smooth gradients and pixel perfect quality.

Print technique that makes the ink molecules 
connect deeply with those of the fabric.
This ensures long lasting colors even when 
exposed to direct sunlight.

Machine washable inside out at up to 40 degrees. 
The more carefully you handle your pillow cover, 
the longer it will last.

Default size: 45x45 cm / 18x18” (fits fine with Ikea 
Inner 50 cm) If you need a specific size please ask: 
contact@superfox.ch

100% polyester woven fabric.
In- & Outdoor version with increased durability. 

USA

SFPLL0200

SFPLL0202

SFPLL0201

SFPLL0203
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www.superfox.shop


